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Abstract: For the past years knowledge management has become the method for obtaining competitive
advantage, considering that knowledge is an infinite resource, and a knowledge management system – the
instrument. In this context, evaluating the efficiency of implementing a knowledge management system has
become the hottest topic for the past years. Using the subtle sets theory’ method and techniques, the paper
aims to solve the problem of evaluating the technical efficiency of implementing a knowledge management
system in organizations, profit or non profit organizations, either production or services organizations.

1. Introduction
The concept of knowledge management has arisen from the necessity of balancing the
need for resources with the stocks of resources, considering the last as being finite in relation
with the continuously growing necessities of the organizations. Thus a new resource started
to be exploited, knowledge, and the processes – generating, stocking, using, organizing concerning this resource has been grouped within the concept of knowledge management. A
modern instrument is nowadays used in order to better accomplish an organization goals
related to knowledge management, a knowledge management system, and evaluating the
efficiency of its implementation represents the main challenge for the researchers and experts
in the field, because knowledge management systems must prove their value to organization
and it has to be value-added. There are several methods used in order to accomplish this
task, but they are mainly based on intellectual capital, not on knowledge.
2. Knowledge management systems efficiency
A knowledge management system is represented [Wiig, 1999; ISSCO, 1996; Bixler, 2005;
Dalkir, 2005] by instruments, mainly software applications that support knowledge
management, evolving from information management instruments with an accent on their
capacity to facilitate communication, through e-mails and forums, to coordinate the users
activity, through calendars and tasks lists, to enable collaboration between users, through
common use of resources and control, through internal audit and automatic control of tasks.
A knowledge management system is defined [Luban, 2006, p.27] as a set of “instruments
for the knowledge management, that help organizations in their activities to solve the
problems and to facilitate the decision process”. The general model of knowledge
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management system architecture [Luban, 2006] is represented by the combination of the
following three types of services: presentation services – personalization and visualization;
knowledge services – creation of knowledge, sharing knowledge and reuse of knowledge.
Related to the evaluation of implementing knowledge management system technical
efficiency, there are presently used the following methods [CWA, 2004, Van Der Westhuizen,
2005, Malhotra, 2003, Ioniţă, 2004]:
- methods based on input-output-processes - including methods based on quality
management: Skandia Navigator, Intellectual Capital Index, Intangible assets monitor,
Balanced scorecard, House of quality;
- methods based on cause-effect relation: Citation-weighted Patents and technology
broker;
- new methods: performance indicators, qualitative success cases method, direct
methods for evaluating software applications, functional score method
All of these methods have advantages and disadvantages, related to the duration of
evaluation, the lack of a composite numerical/financial index, difficulties in comparisons,
benchmarking between organizations, mainly because of their specificity related to intellectual
capital approach, which is a wider concept than knowledge.
The use of subtle sets theory generate a more accurate instrument for evaluating a
knowledge management system implementation technical efficiency, eliminating the
impediments of the intellectual-based instruments, allowing the combination of qualitative and
quantitative evaluation criteria and resulting a single indicator that may be used in
comparisons between organizations.
3. The methodology for evaluating knowledge management system technical
efficiency implementation
According to subtle sets theory [Osmătescu, 1997; Stoica, 2003; Stoica, 2004], a subtle
set is represented by fuzzy sets that describe, using different criteria, the same general
characteristic. In this case, the characteristic - EF0- is “the technical efficiency of implementing
a knowledge management system” into organization, and is defined by some criteria,
determined by the application of brainstorming and Delphi technique on a group of ten
experts on evaluation and considering the contribution of knowledge and knowledge
management to an organization performances [Nicolescu, 2005] and the model of knowledge
management system architecture [Luban, 2006].
The antithetical characteristic, according to the same theory, “technical inefficiency of
implementing a knowledge management system” into an organization was annotated EF0 .
Also, on the first level of aggregation/on the second level of aggregation there are used the
following quantitative criteria/primary indicators:
C10) the efficiency of presentation services:
C110)the degree of personalization, measured through the number of personalized users
accounts/total number of users;
C120)visualization degree, measured through the number of minutes for searching information
and knowledge on week;
C20) the efficiency of knowledge services:
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C210)the use of technologies for creating knowledge through exploitation, measured through
the medium number of relations between knowledge and information identified by the users
based on the use of system on week;
C220) the use of technologies for creating knowledge through exploration, measured through
the total number of knowledge-based scenarios communicated on week;
C230) the use of technologies for creating knowledge through codification, measured through
the total number of knowledge of experts registered into knowledge bases on week;
C240)the efficiency of collaboration technologies, measured through the economy of time
necessarily for daily planning;
C250)the degree of reuse, measured through the number of “good practices” registered into
the knowledge bases/total number users;
C30) the efficiency of infrastructure services:
C310) the efficiency of memorization service, measured through the number of knowledge
categories stocked/total number of knowledge categories;
C320) the efficiency of communication services, measured through the time used for
communication in the virtual environment/total time necessarily for communication on week;
C330) the efficiency of collaboration services, measured through the economy of time
necessarily for physical meetings.
Similarly, there were established the antithetical quantitative criteria/primary antithetical
indicators to define EF0 the inefficiency of implementing a knowledge management system
into an organization.
Because there are not any organization in Romania that have implemented a knowledge
management system, all the primary indicators were considered for now qualitative and were
evaluated by the ten experts, based on a form that asked them to choose for every indicator a
score between 1 and 10, according to the degree of their appreciation on the future evolution
of the indicators.
Afterward every value was transformed, standardized, based on membership degree
function (1), were x represents the values admitted by experts and the redundancy [Stoica,
2004] eliminated, through calculating the correlations ρij between criteria.

0, x ≤ 4
x − 4

f ( x,4,8,10) = 
,4 ≤ x ≤ 8
8
4
−

1,8 ≤ x ≤ 10

(1)

A composition law for the primary criteria was used (2), the value of exponents being
corrected with corrections like (3) and then, on the first level of aggregation was used the
same composition law, according to the subtle sets theory [Osmătescu, 1997; Stoica, 2003;
Stoica, 2004].
Ψm0 (xj)= πjµjαj0
(2)
Where
µj represents the medium value of membership degree for the primary indicators;
αj represent exponents for the quantification of importance of the indicators.
µj’ = µj(1- ρij) , for simple redundancy, between two indicators
(3)
Where
µj represents the medium value of membership degree of each indicator
ρij represents the simple correlations.
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The following correlations were identified and, accordingly, the redundancy afterwards,
eliminated:
- C120)visualization degree, measured through the number of minutes for searching
information and knowledge on week and C210)the use of technologies for creating knowledge
through exploitation, measured through the medium number of relations between knowledge
and information identified by the users based on the use of system on week;
- C120)visualization degree, measured through the number of minutes for searching
information and knowledge on week and C220) the use of technologies for creating knowledge
through exploration, measured through the total number of knowledge-based scenarios
communicated on week;
- C120)visualization degree, measured through the number of minutes for searching
information and knowledge on week and C250)the degree of reuse, measured through the
number of “good practices” registered into the knowledge bases/total number users;
- C250)the degree of reuse, measured through the number of “good practices” registered into
the knowledge bases/total number users and C310) the efficiency of memorization service,
measured through the number of knowledge categories stocked/total number of knowledge
categories;
- C240)the efficiency of collaboration technologies, measured through the economy of time
necessarily for daily planning and C320) the efficiency of communication services, measured
through the time used for communication in the virtual environment/total time necessarily for
communication on week;
- C240)the efficiency of collaboration technologies, measured through the economy of time
necessarily for daily planning and C330) the efficiency of collaboration services, measured
through the economy of time necessarily for physical meetings.
In the end, EF0 calculated value was 0.9973, and similarly EF0 calculated value was
0.9869, and the discrepancy between efficiency and inefficiency was determined, the
calculated value being 0.0104; there can be concluded that the technical efficiency of
implementing the system is greater than the technical inefficiency; the action of implementing
the knowledge management system would have sense and value from the technical point of
view, according to the evaluation experts.
4. Conclusions
The mass use of instruments based on intellectual capital for evaluating the
implementation efficiency of a knowledge management system into organizations is a justified
action if the impact of knowledge management over the organization performances is
considered, known that the use of knowledge management conduct to the development of
intellectual capital [CWA, 2004].
Also mass use of instruments based on quality management for evaluating the
implementation efficiency of a knowledge management system into organizations is a justified
action if the relation between the two concept is considered [Ribiere, 2004].
The most important matter of the moment, along with eliminating the barriers that are
impediments for knowledge management systems and knowledge management
implementation, is evaluating the effects and effciency of implementing such system into
organizations. The instrument proposed in this paper is an efficient and alternative one, based
on the newest theory used nowadays, the subtle sets theory, that allow the evaluation both of
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quantitative and qualitative effects, the instrument eliminating the disadvantages of the ones
used before.
Based on the pertinent opinions of the experts in evaluation, considering the role of
knowledge and knowledge management system within organizations and the benefits of
knowledge management, such a system must be implemented by organizations in order to
better achive organizational goals and competitive advantage.
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